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ôdəbīˈäɡrəfē 

So, the universe (a singular representation of the idea) began when I was born, but not until I was around five because I 
can’t really remember anything before that vague time. A birthday party, where I opened plastic shirtless replicants of 
wrestling super stars on the porch my father built is an image that swirls into mind. I was told stories of my experimental 
sabotage to his paints during its construction wherein I mixed various organic findings from the yard into the liquid colors 
with a stick. Creating something new given found ingredients. Young scavenger alchemist Peter Volpone. 

 Chapter 6 -> sometime later 

While my mom always pushed me to play sports (soccer and karate in this era), I was a child of the television. I rushed from 
practice each night to catch the tail end of the daily Dragon Ball Z episode running on Toonami. Between DBZ and Pokémon 
on my Gameboy, I spent only a fraction of my days in the physical world. This trend stuck with me through High School, 
where I divided my non-scholarly time into running with Cross Country/Track team and playing old Nintendo games. With 
all the time I spent inside the TV, I’m likely four years or so behind my actual age spent on Earth.  

 Somewhere written between pages _ and 100 

I’ve been employed behind a desk for the past 6 years, removing staples from packets of paper that are older than me, then try 
to find ways to occupy my time while I wait out my daily eight-hour contribution to the good of the office. Here is the pivotal 
point at which my time/reality evasion factor shifted from reliance on the TV to infatuation with the iPod. Week by week I 
would walk out of my local library with a bag full of CD’s to load up and digest. On a good summer day, I could intake around  
8 albums before I got burnt out.  

 Talking about the past gets tedious so I’ll talk about the present of 201777. 

 *See boring Creative Non-Fiction course essays to learn about some years of my life. 

_Interlude_PeoplewhoI’venevermetbuthaveshapedmylifeinsignificantwaysthatI’dliketomeetandcollaboratewithinmyideallife_ 

 Reggie Watts, Donald Glover, Wayne Coyne, Dan Harmon, Hideo Kojima, Brian Aubert, Dan Avidan, Victor Vazquez 

 (Note: I enjoy metaphors and dancing in various forms. Would you care to?) 
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~~~~~I enjoy learning with different heads. Shifting focus from self to appreciation of the worlds and others- empathy in short- a 
challenging task for a long-time loner. Sometimes, I wish I could be the sunset, dissolve into the colors of the sky. I used to 
identify with water, my name would imply earth, but I feel my true self lies in air. I need to find new paths to walk/run, my 
observations dull as I retread my steps, but my phone keeps filling up with pictures. Photography feels like time travel, I don’t 
know why it took me so long to realize. It makes my mom happy that I take pictures, it’s a long-time hobby of hers but I try 
not to force people into the frame. I’m on the downhill stride of understanding nurture, the parental influences in my life, 
positive and negative. Again, it’s difficult to not think of myself, in opposition to my current goals of understanding. The 
world is created through my eyes, it’s not the same as you see. I’ve turned up the saturation and everything is vibrant from 
time to time. A great super power would be to see life as others, it’d be like going to another universe. I had a dinner 
conversation with a friend a week back along the lines that murder is the complete annihilation of a universe. Alan Watts said 
that the plant is more intelligently designed than the animal because it lets the wind do all its life work for it. It can’t not go 
with the flow. Here are the two things painted in 201777. One is a tree from my home neighborhood that looks like a warped 
peace symbol that I noticed on a walk one time. The other is the bathroom floor at my office which I often studied hungover. 
You can decide which you think is which. 

            

Thank                 You 

 

 

 

 

 

Music Makes Sense / Art Makes Sense / 

Money Makes Sense / Everybody Is Looking 

To Make Sense / To Conceptualize This 

Journey ! 

 

January 2017 
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13 Weeks in 26 Parts 

Nails 

Funny, in a format of such freedom I still instinctually hit Time New Roman, up-font to 12, and find the double space feature. 

For what, to make it an easier read? Who knows. Transition. I’ve recently taken up the cause to stop biting my nails, to quit cold 

chicken. So far, after a month’s worth of trials, I’ve found the task nearly impossible. My dad and several of my closest friends have 

experimented with quitting smoking. I’ve never had the opportunity to experience nicotine addiction or the monumental quest to 

overcome it, but I feel like this is worse. With cigarettes, it’s a chemical fixture in your brain telling you a quick way to relive stress. 

Don’t buy a pack and endure the hangover, find something new like sipping on tea. I don’t want to sound like an asshole but this is an 

angsty journal to set off my 13-week journey. These nail things are part of my body and keep growing back like a fungus and I’ve 

been smoking them since I was a kid. I can’t avoid the store for a month to flush my system. It’s an incredible habitual force inherited 

from my mom. Whenever I’m left to ponder the uncertainties of life or imagine into a possible future scenario, my hands are in my 

mouth before I realize that I have a body again. It’s like waking up from a dream, coming out of your head and into the physical plane. 

I don’t know why my head wants to destroy my body or why doing so gives me some sort of immeasurable peace, because doing the 

deed gives me no relief. Often, I find pleasure in rhyme, comfort like clicking A^ after switching from Calibri, a fine font with a little less 

umf than TNR.  

Double spacing gives me room to breathe like stepping out of a party to light a cig. Believe it or not, while thinking of this sentence to finish this 

entry, my fingers met my lips. I’m getting better at catching these slips but this may be one of the hardest goals I’ve ever given myself. 
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Sleep 

 This may sound strange coming from a college student, but I value a hearty 7-8 hour sleep schedule each night. Even on 

weekends, party hard until the clock strikes noon-night, one, two, rarely past that, and my eyes will be open at ten the next day. 

Missing the morning is a tragic loss for a complete day and exiting the night too early makes life feel short. I often hear fellow 

students complaining (bragging) about the fact that they didn’t sleep for two days besides a power nap. To those people (what do you 

mean those people?) I tend to suggest switching majors or lowering their self-expectations grade wise because life isn’t meant to be 

lived cooped up in the library on a ten-hour study binge. 

 However, this week in my continual readjustment to Blacksburg life, I cornered myself into a position where my sleep was 

minimized. The usual Saturday procrastination/relaxation schedule coupled with back to back with an unexpected Sunday 

night/Monday morning left me up trying to write during the finals to a Super Smash Bros Melee national tournament until three 

o’clock on Monday morning.  

 The fun kicked in when I couldn’t sleep afterwards because of the adrenaline.  

Alarm goes off and back to work. Now I’m in class. Taking good notes. 75 whole minutes, wow, that could have been shorter (same 

with paragraphs 1&2). Next class, sitting in a dark room circled (rectangled) up. Discuss Manifesto. Outside raining. The rain makes 

everything glow. Home- read poems. Friends Home- discuss poems. Such flattery. Home laying on the kitchen floor fantasizing about 

dinner. Is this not normal? 
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Pompeii 

Painted observation: 

Midday. Sherwood Court. Interior. Kitchen Floor. 

First, I must focus on the isolated tile out of the entire stylized plastic roll of tiled pattern that covers the kitchen floor. Each a potential 

topographical representation of Earth with its faux weathered design. Walking on worlds with dirty feet each evening as dinner is 

prepared. Focus on one tile so as to not disrupt cognition.  

(2-D representation of a crescent volcano island that to my knowledge could be Pompeii but I don’t know what Pompeii looks like so 

I’m just being a gross generalist but it doesn’t really matter because it’s just abstract lines printed on a rubber kitchen flooring.) 

Facing North, feet placed so as body is looking in physical Northern direction and eyes will see a window. Vision transition to 

a 45-degree angle downward, giving the gift of bird’s eye view, but not just an observer bird, the kind of bird that swoops in and stays 

in town for a while. From the Northwestern corner of the tile are large blotchy squiggles with a fair amount of negative space between 

that is darkened from the rest of the floor’s palette. Somewhat more jagged but sloping lines are cut off by the larger blotchy space. 

This gives the illusion of a cloud topped mountain or smoke from a volcano. From there, the largest tinted space is crafted in a 

crescent that is thickest at the Northwestern corner by the mountain base and stretches to end at the Southeastern corner from both 

North and West directions. This is the crescent island created by these active volcanoes. The lightest negative space becomes the sea 

surrounding in a shape associated with the Mediterranean. The way this representation of water moves from Southeast and pools in the 
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middle of the tile leads me to imagine a small port driven island with a lush beach front and Vietnamese styled straw-topped huts. 

Various blotches around the established line associations visually stimulate clouds at highest depths and oceanic volcanic appendages 

at lower depths.  I want to climb rugged rocks and swim the tropical waters and breathe in the volcanic smoke but here I am in a 

Southern Virginia kitchen staring at the floor. On to the next distraction.  

Blue 

 Like most people, I get songs stuck in my head all day, sometimes for days at a time. Luckily, they tend to be songs I love. So, 

in my bedside journal, I jot down my favorite song of the day each night. Somedays, however, I mashup three to five songs to jumble 

around my head to keep a fresh mental rhythm. As a ruthless self-imposed rule follower, I only allow one song to be documented at 

the end of each day, as I create a playlist with them at the end of each month. Little things like this I picked up from my mom for sure, 

list making and rule following to pass the time. Back to the song bloodbath that occurs most nights. On the high end of tracks, I’ll 

consult a random number generator to tell me which song was the most valuable, giving weight to more prominent head tunes. 

Between two or three tracks, I’ll flip one of the two quarters I own.  

Going in to make my January playlist, I stumbled onto January ninth. On this day, I have entered a dream regarding a 

Christmas Party I hosted at my childhood house that got out of hand due to a sketchy friend bringing far more sketchy friends- classic 

anxiety dream. No details of the day follow except for “Apocalypse by astral info overload”, an idea I had for a Viral Imaginations 

contest story that I never wrote. The song of the day on this January ninth is simply “Blue” with no further information given. I 
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searched through my iTunes, Spotify, and YouTube histories and found nothing called “Blue” by itself. Now, sometimes I’ll write in 

this journal intoxicated which could account for my mess up, but this was a plain Monday spent at my parent’s house, no shenanigans 

would’ve happened.  

Eventually, I settled on the song “Blue Faces” (Untitled 8 by Kendrick Lamar) as the pick for my playlist simply because it’s a 

good song sharing the title that I listened to in January. While the song is a boon for the sake of the playlist (especially the “Untitled 

2” live performance on the Tonight Show), it is a disaster of personal integrity to have an imposter song invade a strangely specific 

brain mapping practice. Since entering the song, it’s been stuck in my head, further corrupting the future of the list. I’ll have to find 

another song to occupy my time. 

Review 

 Today, I’ll be reviewing the track “Manny Pacquiao” by Kool A.D., the self-proclaimed best professional rapper alive and 

produced by Trackademics. I’d like to preface with a quote from Kool himself, “Rap Genius.com is White Devil Sophistry”, from his 

song, “Middle of the Cake”. I’d like to state now that I am furthering the cycle of self-reflexivity as he knows his lyrics will be 

deconstructed by nerdy white guys, which I will not deny being, but he clearly presents a challenge at the same time, especially given 

the content of the seemingly nonsensical song.  

I abhorred this song when I first heard it two or three years ago. It sounded so fucking lazy. It got linked as a joke on a Reddit 

post, after the competitive Project M player Junebug won some tournament, as his victory song- Junebug looks comparable to Kool 
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A.D. physically, which was the joke. I later rediscovered the song after a long musical journey originating from Scott Pilgrim vs The 

World The Videogame. The soundtrack artist Anamanaguchi remixed a song by Das Racist, “Rainbow in the Dark”, which was 

Kool’s rap group before going solo. After several relistens to their album Relax, which I could never tell if it was supposed to be a 

comedy album or not, deciding on a mixture given Kool and Heems’s lyrical capability. Over the summer of 2016 I fell absolutely in 

love with Kool’s verse on “Happy Rappy” deciding to delve deeper into his work. I was shocked to run into the old video of “Manny 

Pacquiao”, as it was his most popular hit on YouTube at the time. I’d forgotten it existed, repressed from my memory, but given my 

new respect for the rapper, I decided to give the song another chance. Anyway, let’s unpack “Manny Pacquiao.” 

 From the start, a pleasant up-pitched to down-pitched “Hello, hello, h e l l o”, greets the listener in a friendly but off centered 

mindset. Then, the beat comes in with a simple pop, clap, cymbal, cymbal, clap which is the back bone of this near melody-less song. 

Crystal clear, played loud, and stripped down. With the deep cut presentation, one cannot help but bop their shoulders and sway from 

side to side as if in a drunken delight. At first, one may think, ha, catchy, it’s a boxing reference, albeit not to the titular champion but 

Muhammad Ali. But then, the listener will hear Kool A.D. dryly chant these lyrics eight more times throughout the song and may 

think this track is a joke, one of no substance, a “banger” as the kids say. Kool A.D. will not be arguing with you, he knows what he’s 

doing, and that will shine through in his lyrical choices throughout the song, no matter how dumb they sound. 

Not only is Kool known for using repetition to diminish the meaning of a word, bringing it down to a purely sound level, he 

often does this with celebrity names. See Das Racist song called “Michael Jackson”. Eventually, the brain will stop asking what the 
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boxer Manny Pacquiao has to do with anything and learn to flow with the syllables- MA-NEE-Pack-EE-OW. It becomes a near 

letterist chant- creating sounds with no meaning, just sounds. The listener may not get it at first, but the answer is right before them. 

Take in life, revel in it, take what you know and use it to the best of your ability, but don’t leave your cloud nine. Live, Learn, Work 

Hard, Play Hard.  

The Man: He who holds us down, the patriarchy, that which is most powerful in western capitalist society. A fearsome 

opponent indeed. I wouldn’t want to meet this person in the ring.  

NY: The big apple, a powerhouse of human industrialism. If you go there unprepared, you will be crushed by the pace of 

lifestyle that is required to get by. Das Racist was formed here.  

PACK it up and go home, you don’t stand a chance. 

EEYYOW: Expression used by cartoon characters who have suddenly undergone pain.  

Like getting punched by the boxer several times. I once played this at a party and my friend said he felt like he had just done 

an intense workout after dancing to the song. Physical and Mental endurance required to stay in the ring. 

Kool sneaks from hook to verse by beginning the verse with the hook and letting the rhyme roll out from there. Often, he constructs his songs on a very stream of conscious level. Lines are only loosely connected to each other by a single word or a rhyme. See again- 

“Dum Diary”, essentially a nine-minute stream of conscious rap. I recommend the Here Today live session- truly mesmerizing. I didn’t expect anything else. A beautiful compacted rhyme, reducing the earlier expression to a single word. It’s incredible how this man 

essentially said the same thing four lines in a row- float, levitate, meditate, elevate with a consistent multisyllabic rhyming, while incorporating onomatopoeia and maintaining the simplicity of a four beat bar with stress variation. A recurring theme among Kool’s lyrics, 

see “Dum Diary”. He poses a lot of questions then answers them for you by telling you to answer without serious thought. To know how one reacts to pressure is to know oneself better. Will you soak it up and marinate? It doesn’t matter as long as you don’t waste your 

time answering the question. He makes an enticing argument for his case though, action makes life. Take a plate and sit at the table of life. Enjoy the company of those around you instead of questioning whether to. He certainly is. Just because he keeps it simple does 

not mean that it is without thought, great speakers can get their points across with simple yet memorable language.  
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Some listeners will still be turned off at this point, given that the song is based on a slow, repetitive beat, with short phrases drawn out 

along each bar. Well Kool has something to say to these critics.  

He does not give out his linguistic prowess without a sense of showmanship, he builds up to it by elevating, reflected in the repeated ok’s, pitched up slightly with each utterance, until the final few are mousey and unnatural. It sounds similar to the lights beeping down 

before a drag race, the cars are about to accelerate. O.K. is also the name of his 100 song mixtape and his novel, as well as his protagonist’s catch phrase. The important part about these bars is that the beat doesn’t change here but there are twice as many sounds per line. 

All regular, two syllable words said in rapid succession without much variation causes them to wiz past the listener, on first or second listen, this part of the song sounds nearly unintelligible, and almost nauseating as the double time is so contrasting to the previous 

lines. Kool proves that he is a talented rapper, but knows his audience would rather chill out and have a good time, so he returns to his original, catchy flow. Shout out to “Michael Jackson”, the Das Racist song in which the hook is “Michael Jackson, One Million 

Dollars”, shouted repeatedly at the listener. Not only is this a holler at his most famous work up to that point, but to his old partner Heems, the other half of Das Racist, as they both were building up their solo acts at this point in time. I’m 99% sure I’m making this up, 

but it’s my job to over analyze here. As this is Kool’s patent stream of conscious, rhyme scheme focused lyricism, this is likely nonsense, but in context to his ex-partner’s solo career, he wishes he was more popular, as Heems features several established rappers on his 

mixtape Nehru Jackets, such as Childish Gambino/Donald Glover. The literal process of turning water into Kool Aid, but Kool water to Kool A.D. Kool Aid is more tasty than water to those under the age of thirty, the core audience for the pop music industry. So, 

sprinkling himself with sugar would metaphorically up his popularity, making him taller. Tight double entendre, sugar is not only the key to his leveling up taste wise, but a pet name for his sister. Kool A.D. slurred can also be pronounced Cool Lady, another name for 

his sister, if he even has one (I poached that last observation from white devil sophistry, but it’s weird and interesting nonetheless, furthering the depth of Kool’s lyricism.) This one always cracks me up. Think this idiot rapper is uncultured? Well he’s hip with 

Radiohead and LCD Soundsystem, the most popular of the musical elitist can’t deny their love for these bands. Radiohead topped the year end charts for 5 separate years on besteveralbums.com, LCD is widely renowned for their innovative, progressive electro music. 

Kool saying he’s either of these praised artists is the same as when he says that he’s the greatest professional rapper alive. Who’s to say he isn’t? It’s all opinion. Well if Kool is Yorke, then I’m Kool, now I’m Yorke- we’re all geniuses, just soak it up. Where most 

rappers will brag about their various drug and sex related accomplishments in their verses, Kool just says that he is people who have already proven their worth. He doesn’t feel insecure that he has haters, passive aggressive assholes, but rather feels like professional 

boxer (continuing the motif of the song) who is cornered, but as James Kirkland, the fight won’t last long until the lames are hurting. Also, two multisyllabic rhymes for James Kirkland, two lines later. In the short phrases he’s composed this song with, I have no doubt 

about this, truly cut an clean lyricism reflective of the minimalist beat. Each word operates on at least two levels as either a double entendre, a rhyme, or a stepping stone in a psuedo stream of conscious fight song. Each line is like a punch from Pacquiao. “Happy 

Rappy” is a Das Racist song with no inherent meaning besides celebrating the art of rapping. The incredibly short track has Kool and Heems each fitting as many words into as short a time as possible, flexing their linguistic ability. By my count, Kool says 110 words in 

30 seconds, more importantly, 168 syllables, so on average five to six sounds per second. Don’t ask him to do that, it’s probably a pain in the ass. Disregard everything I’ve said up to this point. I’m going back to rap genius. Enjoy the rest of the song. 

Ding Ding, rounds’ over. 

Not only self-referentially the hook of the song, but a heavy hook straight from Pacquiao to knock you out. I must have been hit harder 

than expected, what the fuck is he saying now? 

There’s an important reference to the infamous opening to “Baby’s Got Back” by Sir Mix-a-Lot. With his delivery, I always imagine 

that Kool is inviting the audience to look at Becky’s butt, rather than Becky’s friend telling her to look at another woman’s butt. Fun 
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Fact, I was writing the script for a short film while listening to “Manny Pacquiao” and couldn’t resist naming my protagonist Becky. 

Spread the love. 

This song is so dumb. Kool can’t even fit how dumb this song is into the verse. Dumb approaching infinity. I can’t listen to this as a 

self-respecting intelligent individual with high class taste in music.  

SOAK IT UP, MARINATE, STING HEAVY, STILL FLOAT LIKE A FEATHERWEIGHT 

Words to live by. If I was a tattoo guy, you know what would arch below my collar bone. 
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A Witch Story 

 

Ext. Pandapas trail. Evening. 

 

BECKY (A young woman 20’s wearing black semi-professional clothing and a large brimmed hat, carrying a 

walking stick taller than her) warps into the woods, seemingly alone. She quickly examines herself and 

surroundings to make sure she wasn’t seen. Becky then begins to have a conversation openly. 

 

 BECKY: I know warping makes you have to pee, but hold it till we get there. I want to finish this job 

quick. You’ll have plenty of time once we find him. 

 

Becky takes a breath then hurries off the trail, down the cliff side to a concealed area in the brush. 

 

Ext. Pandapas hidden area. Evening. 

 

There she finds HEATH (Young man 20’s blue sweater and jeans) who is lying on the ground dead. Becky 

examines the scene with amusement and sees an empty pill bottle on the ground near him. 

 

 BECKY: (spellcasting) Lyvus Ulon Darron 

 

Becky does some stuff with her hands (tambourine sound effect). Heath snaps alive. He is not sure what to 

make of Becky standing over him. He shivers before standing up, then making sure his limbs all work and 

checks his pulse. 

 

 BECKY: Sunshine, darling. What did the after look like? 

 

Heath stares expressionless at Becky. 

 

 BECKY: Well, I helped you. What do you say? 

 

 HEATH: So… I’m alive. And you helped me. Why would you do that? 

 

Becky is startled. 

 

 HEATH: I’m a very serious person. When I want to kill myself, I want myself dead. 

 

 BECKY: Bratty one, aren’t we? 

 

 HEATH: And you saved me? What did you do, wave a wand? 

 

 BECKY: Ha! I’m a Melo Witch, only Tanja witches rely on those destructive toys. 
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 HEATH: Cute hat. 

 

Becky turns to leave toward the trail where she came from. 

 

 HEATH (yelling): And Hell smells like piss! 

 

 BECKY (over her shoulder): That was my dog. 

 

Becky exits the hidden area to the trail. 

  

Ext. Pandapas trail. Evening. 

 

Back on the path, Becky is noticeably upset. 

 

 BECKY: You’re welcome… 

 

She changes her attention to the sky; the sun is beginning to set. She quickens her pace to a fast walk. 

 

 BECKY: Stop growling and move those legs or we’ll be late for the party. 

 

Heath jogs up behind Becky. 

 

 HEATH: So, you have a dog with you? 

 

BECKY: Yes, my Frunts, he’s quite the mischievous type. (smiling and petting the air beside her knees). 

 

They both continue up the path. 

 

 Becky: What do you want? 

 

 HEATH: Well I’m alive and out of pills so… I think I’ll climb a tree this time. 

 

 BECKY: So, we’re both committed. Fantastic. You just can’t make my job easy, can you? 

 

Heath smiles like an ass (very sarcastically). 

 

 BECKY: Okay, I’ll level with you. I’m a Melo witch, think of me like a magic life guard. Your soul 

was drowning so I tossed you a line, sort of... at least that’s what my assignment was. 

 

Heath nods furiously to mock caring. 
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 BECKY: And, if you must know, there’s this Tanja party tonight that I really can’t miss. The 

celestial festival, only once a year. So, if you’ll let this ridiculous delusion go, we can both be on our 

ways. 

 

 HEATH (smirking): That’s wonderful, good for you. 

 

They stop walking. 

 

 BECKY: How about I show you some magic. 

 

Heath considers the proposal. Becky steps away from Heath. 

 

 BECKY: Look closely, brat… 

 

 HEATH: Name’s Heath. 

 BECKY: Right, look closely brat. Simple spell to bend the elements. (spellcasting) Ex Centri Aquar 

 

 
Becky closes her eyes to concentrate and breathes a meditative chant. After a second, she opens one eye to 

see if Heath is paying attention, however he is gone. Becky looks around frantically and sees him running 

away, up the trail. The wind rustles the trees overhead. Becky takes a few seconds to register, then runs 

after him.  

 

Ext. Pandapas trail. Sunset. 

 

Becky, Heath, and Frunts reach the peak of the mountain. Heath is then tackled by an invisible force, 

falling to the ground. Becky staggers over to him, petting the air. 

 

 BECKY: Good boy. 

 

Becky tries to catch her breath. Her shoe is loose. Heath gets up looking for the source of the impact. 

 

 HEATH: What did you- Okay, why are you trying to stop me? You’re not doing the world a favor by 

keeping me alive Ms. Mellon! 

 

 BECKY (out of breath): Why do you want to die? I’m trying to do the right thing and save your life!  

 
Heath: Well you’re not. Listen. I don’t want your help. I don’t want anybody’s help. I just want it 

to end.   
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Becky: It’s my job. 

 
Heath: Well if it’s just your job, then it’s not that big a deal! 

  
 Becky (under her breath): You’re testing my nerve, brat. 

  
 Heath: What are you going to do, kill me? 

 
Heath turns to run again but Becky takes her loose shoe off and throws it at him in a fit, nailing him in 

the back of the head. Heath stumbles and falls onto a tree stump.  

 

DARRON (Tanja witch, young man 20’s wearing a tattered reaper’s robe with a colorful striped garment 

exposed through the holes, covered in glow sticks as if ready to rave, holding a short stick, barefoot), 

appears in the scene with a bass drop. Becky’s expression turns sour. 

 

 DARRON: Whoa jeez, someone let the Melo know to never send Becky if I’m feeling low. (turning to 

Heath) Your friend here isn’t the best at her job. 

 

Heath is speechless. Becky continues to give a defeated glare. Darron is jangling his glow stick bracelet 

back and forth on his wrist, largely uninterested in the event.  

 

 HEATH: Wait, whoa, who the hell are you? 

 

Heath turns to Becky. 

 

 BECKY: You wanted death? Well here’s a Tanja witch for you! 

 

Darron bows. 

 

 BECKY: I try to get people to see the light, I try to be a good person. But this prick will push you 

over the edge. It’s an ancient clan rivalry, a life versus death kind of thing.  

 
Heath: So, this is like a game to you? Some kind of cosmic joke? 

 
Becky: Isn’t that how you see it? You wanted out, what did you think would happen? 

 

The three are in silence for a moment, Heath sitting between the two witches, looking at the ground. Darron 

by the ledge and Becky by a tree. The sun is nearly down. Darron’s phone buzzes and he pulls it out of his 

robe. He takes a moment to return a text. 

 

 DARRON: Damn, we’re late for the rave… Okay whatever, Becky- are you coming?  
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Becky’s view is split between Heath, sitting upset on the ground and Darron twiddling his toes.  

 
 Becky: You know what? I don’t care what you do. Have at it. 

  
 Darron: Wooohoo! Let’s go Becky! (to Heath, gesturing to the cliff side) You know where the exit is 

friend. 

 
Heath looks up slowly, looking towards Becky. She takes off her other heel.  

 
Darron: See you there whenever. Get a pic of the body for me. (to Heath) Have a good one… or not.   

 

Darron disappears with a bass drop. Becky throws her head back and exhales. She starts snapping several 

glow sticks around her wrists. 

 
BECKY: Alright well now I’m late for the festival too. You just... do whatever. 

 

 HEATH: Uh, thanks? 

 

Becky gives a parting gesture and turns toward the cliff side. She whistles for Frunts to follow. 

 

 HEATH: C… Can I see your dog? 

 

 BECKY (putting on green hippie glasses): No. 

 

Becky disappears with a tambourine sound effect. Heath sits in his figurative limbo and watches the 

sunset/stars confused.  

End. 

 

Watch the finished short film here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXTAxPsZWO4  

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXTAxPsZWO4
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13 Weeks in 26 Parts 
Walk 
 Hi, I’m Fruntz, a proud Chihuahua-King Charles spaniel mix. I’m out on a walk with my friend Becky, she is always so nice to 

me, taking me on walks and giving me magic treats but that wasn’t always the case. See, Becky is a witch, and during one of her 

experiments, she turned me invisible without a clue of how to get me back to my charming old self. It’s nice to have the full attention 

of Becky, but it sometimes gets to me that I can’t share my love with any other good dog lovers. I’m an attention seeking creature by 

nature, but I’m having to fight off my urges to pounce on the beautiful women that we pass on our walks. Can you imagine getting 

jumped on by an invisible dog, you’d probably lose your cool at the very least. I love Becky, but she’s always lonely and uses me as a 

coping mechanism, smothering me in affection. Isn’t that what I wanted all along?  

Well, a dog needs his space too occasionally. How can I share my experiences with my girl if she is there for every moment of 

it? Sometimes I run away, but she can’t tell, she thinks I’m sleeping somewhere out of sight when I don’t answer her calls. The thing 

is, when I run away, I soon return because I have no idea what to do on my own. Sure, I can sneak some pets from one or two cheery 

citizens but they don’t really mean anything. Becky is the only one who really appreciates me, so maybe it’s me who is messed up in 

leaving and complaining. Anyways, it’s a beautiful day as we hike through Pandapas to stargaze come nightfall. She’s trying to 

recharge her celestial power tonight, sounds exciting to me. I just love the stars, they make me think of the infinite possibilities of life. 
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Transit 

Sitting in seat of the folding bellows of an articulated bus got me thinking about biological mechanical integration. The way 

the bus fluidly bends around me on either side yet the rigid head guides the rigid tail through a series of painted lines on the road 

without destroying any of the tiny little vehicles that coexist with it. What if the bus was more biologically oriented than just the 

connecting bellows? What if the bus was fully designed around flexibility, where the passengers all ride in a bending, stretching 

sausage shaped vehicle that could adapt to various traffic situations? Then I associatively leapt to the cat bus from the animated film 

“My Neighbor Totoro” and based a bus design around that creature. What if human beings had a symbiotic relationship with these 

massive creatures, the whales of the road, who let us into their mouths to transport us around, ejecting us from its porous body through 

door and window shaped exits? It either benefits by absorbing nutrients through containing mammals for a period of time or by having 

its passengers clean its nearly hollow interior. What a world we’d live in.  

 On a similar subject, my roommate Nora proposed that we create a hybrid manual car that runs off an interior gym so 

commuters could get an elliptical work out in instead of stewing in stop and go traffic. The residual energy would help sustain the 

vehicle so as not burn gas as quickly, helping the environment, as well as giving everyone ripped legs, promoting additional foot 

travel, limiting the need for cars. We haven’t worked out how to incorporate other exercise aspects into the design yet, but a start is a 

start. That’s a engineering major’s take on transit versus my creative writing version. Sci-Fi or Fantasy, both stem from the creative 

need to fight the boredom of sitting in traffic. 
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Powers 

 I often ask myself, like most, what super power would we have if we could have one. Control of time and space would be to 

obvious, so I like to place a power check and balance it to be a non-overpowered superpower. My answer has been vision based 

teleportation for some time now, as opposed to that proposed in the autobiography section of this text. I would love to be able to 

instantly appear in any physical space I can see. I’m crossing the field, well I can see across, so now I’m across. I wouldn’t ever have 

to walk anywhere and be able to travel everywhere in range. A further personal check is that I love walking places and seeing the 

world up-close. So, I’d only use it when in need of absolute speed or a way to circumvent a lack of effort. Why not just get the power 

of flight? Well, wings would be terribly inconvenient and a lack of wings would require a cape to hide how silly the act looks. Flying 

is all around a tier lower on the power list from sight teleportation, it would be like walking in the sky, which would still be baller.  

 I once asked my roommate Rich the question. He would like to travel into fantasy worlds, any that has been created. He could 

jump into the TV, for example, and visit the reality of whatever was on screen, page, or voice. In these realities, he would just be there 

as himself, not any significant part of the plot, just a dude in that world. Honestly, that would be tight, I’d either go to Pokemon or 

Little Big Planet first. I’d put that up there on the A-tier with my choice. I like to think I keep good friends.  

650 

 Ode to 6:50 am. Through my gunk crusted eyes through the parted slats of my five-dollar blinds the world reflects my mind, 

half shadowed from awakening, saturation turned way down on most colors and gentle on the processing ability. This isn’t man’s 
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world yet, only a few brave or unwilling walk the Earth this time of morning. The birds converse freely without fear of eavesdroppers, 

sharing their dreams from the fading night. The horizon holds a creamy pink that is fluffy like an old laser beam, no longer focused 

but scattered about in blotchy space. This remnant of sunrise bleeds into the whitest blue sky, nearly grey and the transitional space 

creates an invisible brown that I feel like I made up out of half-sleep hallucination. What the fuck, why did I wake myself up so early 

to write this? Why do I write? Language isn’t real any ways, I’m just playing make believe like a kid in a sandbox where the 26 letters 

I know are my toys arranged into premade words that are my tools to help me build little castles from the premade castle cut out that is 

the format that I’m writing in. Oh well, playing in the sand is fun, crafting gives the illusion of control and power, and the coarse yet 

soft environment is certainly a sensory experience. Plus, the best fun is something you get something out of. I’ll have this page of 

letters to commemorate this moment lived in the present like a candid photograph ruined by looking at the camera right as the flash 

fires, yet unlike many other moments as I rarely volunteer to wake up this early. It’s now 7:07 and the laser pink is now a negligible 

warmth that one could call orange inspired but the sky really just looks like shades of white when I unfocus my eyes. The trees begin a 

wild dance and blend into each other at the branches. The birds have stopped tweeting and I’m four songs into my playlist, 40 Karats 

by Salva, I don’t remember ever listening to it before but I must have as it is on the list, they sound kind of like MGMT.  

Imagism 

 Turning my head from the window, I observe my desk. The warm light is funneled down by lampshade at my hand-me-down 

faux-wood desk creating a fire orange surface reflection. In combination with the reflection from the same light off the neon orange 
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Hacky Sack Club poster that hangs on the wall behind the lamp, the corner of my room is engulfed in a peculiar warmth in contrast to 

the rest of the cool basement air. Scattered beneath the lamp light are: a card with a portrait of the author lined at top and bottom of his 

indifferent portrait expression with burnt orange borders, a Disney Pixar’s Cars miniature lunchbox the size of my palm whose candy 

red pops when placed next to the wintergreen Altoids case of similar size, a memento of my mother in a jar containing a large headed 

plush soccer player who has pulled his scarlet sweater to his feet as he has forgotten his pants, in a similarly embarrassing situation is 

the plush frog water toy who is stuck in the midnight blue Bluemont Fair mug painted with a golden fish of unknown species but the 

frog wears a tiger orange belly and an expression of never being more satisfied. Behind the pair of jarred plushies stands Baby Groot 

whose hands are thrown up in a celebratory dance as he too is in a plastic jar but it does not deter him from having a good life. I wish 

my desk was simply that messy, but like most great desks, there are countless objects scattered about, only now am I noticing the 

prominence of orange and red specifically placed next to blue, green, and teals, complimentary colors subconsciously popping the 

scene, heightening each other red to green and orange to blue. This corner calls to a viewer far more than the white washed corner by 

the sliding glass doors that lets in the fog diffused sun containing old appliances that were only used situationally. Diagonally opposite 

the door, this corner contains my lifelong dresser wearing scrapped off stickers from interests past and is topped by high school 

pottery projects. The nostalgia corner watched over by my painting of the laughing skull fish bowl. There’s poetry there but I’m not 

going to force it.  
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How you feelin’ now? Take a break… 

The Prize 

Hello, oh hi, yeah, sorry my mic malfunctioned for a second- “Congratulations, you’ just qualified for a five-night summer stay in 

sunny side Florida at the Seafarer Hotel and Breakfast Bar where all of your expenses will be payed for including meal, entertainment, 

and life arrangement. From there, you will be shipped out on a month-long cruise to tour the world’s oceans on Dizney’s luxurious 

ocean liner, the Maritimer. Here you will find exciting times such as water slides, high tides, and stormy skies that’ll give you the 

thrills of a life time. From there, you’ll depart to our fabulous island resort on Mount Guakaufikstala where you will live out the rest of 

your vacation time under the shade of the dense palm trees and smoke clouds. We will take you back to that primitive life style of 

hunting and gathering on the beach, dodging tigers by climbing trees, dodging monkeys by jumping out of trees, and constructing your 

own stick hut. After a few questions, we will forward you to our executive sales exec for further confirmation of this fantastic journey 

for you and your family. What is your phone number? Where do you live? Which bank do you use? Describe your sex life in detail. 

Great, we’ll get back to you within thirty days so you can claim your prize.” 

 

The Diorama 

There is a hole in the ground filled with water. Inside resides a cumulous cloud. If I were small enough to squeeze inside, could I fall 

from the sky-blue sky?  

Those clouds block the whole moon as I ran along the road. The refraction of the radiant stone formed a round rainbow ring to which I 

sing “Anna Sun” by Walk the Moon.  

The new fashion of astral leggings catches my eye as she moved through the court. Each step sends thunderous bouts to bounce 

throughout the cosmos, rattling the glaze that gacks us to space. 

I find a lone nail post space quake. Did it fall from the mechanized sky or surface from the automaton ocean?  

Between the two, I lie on an island of copper flowers surrounded by cobalt concrete at our Chief’s last rest. My fingers surf on the 

grooves of his spine as he curls at another’s feet. The sun casts shadow puppets through the mossy tree, welcoming the cat with 

laughter.  
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The Solar System 

Each planet is ruled by a single master. Each master is happy on their own. Each planet is specifically tailored to its master for 

optimum pleasure. This is heaven. Each planet, with its isolated, joyous master, exists within a system, a space. I am space bound, on 

a gyroscopic turtle planet, hanging by a string. I can see the shark planet, so different from my turtle, and the monkey, and the lion, 

and every other ecosystem. I want to know those ecosystems out of greed, out of loneliness. I try my best to observe the other planets, 

but proximity leads to collision, and it’s exciting for a moment, but destruction is the result. The definition of entropy, I guess. 
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13 Weeks in 26 Parts 
Character 

 Jim wasn’t always a neutron, but was one of the crowd, bottom of six children who didn’t earn his parents love because they 

were tired, raising children was routine in this late point in their lives. They admitted Jim was conceived to give a brother to Aaron, 

who accidentally came to them a decade after they were done parenting. These wild children were more adventurous than any of their 

older siblings, and far more than their parents were willing to tackle. So, they were split up and Jim was sent to military school to cure 

his charge.  

Growing up with money, he had nostalgia for the expenses his parents gifted him. The broad lands to play outdoors, the lush 

gardens his mother constructed, the oceanside view, the big Catholic dinners where they invited all the neighbors over to the table. He 

was beaten into the system, one who knows he’s not special, no positive or negative charge, one sailing to his death having not 

impacted mankind in any way, Jim tries to fight, to escape fate by using his allotted resources earned through his middle-class job as 

an advertising manager, a professional controller of others’ lives. Neutering the spirit of the id while buying off the spirit of the 

superego with luxuries.  

Somewhere underneath, he still feels the calls of his outdoorsman father and nostalgic camping trips from his youth. The call 

of the wild, the most masculine of experiences. He doesn’t know how to fight, only do what he’s told, inside he’s powerless, so he 

buys a Mustang: a symbol of wealth and masculinity. His weapon is money, the great neutralizer given to neutrons to place control 
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over their lives, ruining that of the chaotic pulses of pluses and minuses born into this world. He fights for power by buying control, 

locking down his environment so he can be the source of income funding his children’s childhood. But the money and the love aren’t 

synonymous, love has a charge which he lacks, but that’s how his parents raised him, by buying him.  

Control 

 Dr. Sarp came to my residence last weekend, he said a lot of things. I’m not sure what it all means, nobody does, but I haven’t 

been able to get it off my mind.  

 Origins of knowledge and control, the death of the earth, the poison mushroom tricks its brothers and sisters to cut down their 

mother, seeking comfort to stave off fear, the defense against fear is the dominant emotion in any mind, domination turns to teams 

turns to stronger domination, teams meet opposing teams, peace to war, fear strong enough to fight for more control, control is 

dominant, control is cool, those who don’t control expose the rules, a fight to give up control, back to the Earth, either to give and help 

grow or return to its body. 

There is knowledge but one can’t know, everything is a poisoned hereditary vison, the return to the source of imagination will 

reteach the origin of the fall of man. A divine comedy. Electricity was never meant to be controlled, neither were rocks or trees or 

other creatures, but the ego, dominant fear of loss of control, learned from the original Judas. From the giving Earth, who selflessly 

inhabits the parasites of fauna, who simply take, giving back only in fertilizer form.  
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Science is the truth, science teaches you how to control, why let God control when you can. Imagination is the gift worth 

betraying the Earth, the story of Eve and the snake, the fall of man, we love God but identify with Lucifer. God isn’t the image of the 

unbeatable male ego defense system of control- the unbeatable God replaced with the image of man using semiotics and a 

manufactured language of understanding, fear of imagination leads to a system of control, image printing in a hell created by the team 

of electricity and plastic… 

 I promptly called the police and had Dr. Sarp escorted from my abode for challenging my system of beliefs. It’s nice to have 

control of my surroundings and any creature that wanders onto my territory through laws of ownership. This is my piece of Earth, step 

off or there will be consequences for over staying your welcome. You’re not welcome on my Earth because you are unknown, you are 

an alien who I fear for I do not know your selfish intentions. How do you plan to control me out of your fear of me? Well, I’m not 

going to sit around to find out.  

Dream 

 I am in the super market with my dad, but not a familiar one. We were shopping for ___. He has to leave because ___. So, I’m 

alone in a foreign grocery store, not as a physical child, but as the current representation of me. Still, misplacing a parent can be 

concerning. It doesn’t occur to try my cell phone, but I ask over the deli counter to use the wall phone. The phone connects the line to 

my Grandma who assures me she’s on her way to get me. Several minutes later, I’m riding in the back of her car as she drives with my 

Poppop in the passenger seat. I realize we are in a city, but the streets are empty as the sun is setting; its nearly a ghost town. Along 
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the road, we pass by a hobby shop, which I suggest it may be fun to visit, so the car pulls over. I go in alone and find several small 

collectible Batman figurines and trading cards illustrated with Fire Emblem characters. My greed takes over me and I want it all, but I 

have no money, so I settle to steal only the important stuff. Suddenly, ___ alerts everyone in the building that we must move to the 

basement and remain silent, no questions. I drop my loot and shuffle in line with the others to a dark yet furnished basement room via 

hidden door in the back of the shop. Given the normalcy of the situation, I decide that this must be a regular happening. I can hear 

confrontational words thrown around from the upstairs, but then I remember I left my grandparents parked outside the shop. I venture 

back to the shop and find it full of meth-biker type thugs ransacking the shop and bullying the owner. They see and bark questions at 

me, but my mentality shifts to that of John Wick or Jason Bourne and I easily dismantle the thugs with throws and punches. Once I’ve 

knocked down most of the invaders, their boss calls for them to stop attacking and asks me to step outside. He is a skinny white guy 

with tattoos up and down his arms revealed by a sleeveless leather top, decorated by his nasty blond dreads spilling over his shoulders. 

I oblige his request as that was my original goal, to leave. When we exit the building, we are no longer on the city block, but in the 

front yard of mansion lit by large fire lamps all around. I stand in the middle of the yard while four of his crew surround me in a 

square formation and he leaps to the top of the roof to look down on us, the splits into three. Its now seven vs one. He starts throwing 

glowing blue energy spheres from the roof, but hits his followers, which allows him to control them. It is one vs one but he has seven 

bodies. It’s a tough battle but I defeat all of the clones and corner him into the attic through a roof window. Somehow now, I have a 

weapon and am about to kill him, but I miss, I’m not sure whether or not it was on purpose. Then I woke up. 

 If you try to psychoanalyze me, I’ll beat you up.  
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Post-Modern 

I enjoyed an improv play by my roommates that they didn’t know they were preforming. I sat on the couch one Saturday 

evening while in front of me, Rich played the new Zelda game, hunting a bear, and Nora who was reading aloud the children’s story 

Nora and the Great Bear. The cross between the coming of age story from the young girl learning wisdom from the Great Bear while 

the audio and visuals of Link slashing at a wild bear with various sharp weapons created a hugely amusing cognitive dissonance, as I 

struggled to focus on either and fully comprehend what was being registered on a sensory level. Then Nora, as a prank, suddenly 

switched to reading a random selection from War and Peace, a complete shift in tone of voice and all. Then I was left to consider what 

happened to the girl and the bear while this new information was bleeding into my mind. It was really jarring, hilarious, and somewhat 

sickening. But I realized that this was no manufactured product to be found, this intense fictional experience existed in the moment 

given two extraordinary people I have the pleasure of knowing.  

Outside 

 Ever been in a bad mood? No, well it’s not as pleasant as being happy or alright. Often when I’m down, I try to find ways to 

bring me up, I guess I’m unique in that sense. I’m a fan of staring into the void- define it how you will, but for me the void is the 

circular philosophical tail chase that always leads to disappointing answers to all of life’s great questions. For a while it’s fun, funny 

even, but if you stay in too long it will start to wear on the conscious. It’s like going to the bathroom and staring at the toilet flush, 

getting a kick, then flushing the toilet again for the sake of that reliving that rush- that crazy loud spiral, ride the waves.  
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 Well, yesterday I watched The Truman Show, a fantastic film that most people have at least heard of wherein Jim Cary is the 

star of a world-famous TV show, only he doesn’t know it and starts to learn his whole reality is fake, then (spoiler alert) escapes this 

fantasy island built for him since birth to the “real world” characterized by a small, dark door in a wall painted like the endless sky. 

Uncertainty and fear are his reward for his hard-fought road to liberation. #DEEP. Anyway, in the 90 plus minutes of watching, I felt 

like I was flushing the toilet over and over, asking questions that looped into each other with not great answer. So, I was feeling a bit 

down afterwards. Not even Hacky Sack Club could cheer me up entirely. This sour mood was slowly being approached by the start of 

my Sunday night shift at Owens – see flash nonfiction. Distraught, wanting to call-out for my own personal lazy sake, I went outside, 

found a friendly tree, I believe her name was Mangolia the Magnolia over by The Lyric- real nice climb, and sat at the highest branch 

for twenty minutes before my shift and just let the world wash around me. Meditation is the answer to getting away from the toilet. 

Look in the mirror, slap yourself in the face if necessary, then wash your hands and move on. I went into work with a renewed 

determinism that powered me through the night in one of the most successful Sunday nights I’ve had on the job. I was like a set 

member on The Truman Show, working my hardest to allow the show to continue as flawlessly as possible. Stuff will always go 

wrong (I ended up cutting Heather with a barbeque fork) but really, it was a smooth show. A change of perspective tends to be the 

greatest elevator. Everyone wants to be Truman in some sense, that’s celebrity culture, but most can’t handle the pressure. If you don’t 

want to be Truman, you can always be a set member. Clear purpose with goals to accomplish and rules to accomplish them by. 
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Got to put in work to fund the fun 

Owen’s Occurrences 

Miracle in the Court 
 Sunday nights fucking suck at Owens Food Court. Imagine the lunch rush for chicken parm day but stretch it from one to three 

consecutive hours. For whatever reason, every person and their sister on campus wants a bite at Owens from 5 to 8pm before starting 

their school week. Where the fuck are you guys the rest of the week? Wait, I don’t want to know, just stay there. Super Bowl Sunday 

was a dream, the court was as barren as 3pm on a Tuesday, for the whole night I shot the shit with my apprentice Kaleb. He’s not 

really my apprentice, but I basically have to tell him what to do all the time. He reminds me of a young me when I first sold my soul 

fifteen months ago, an awkward dude struggling to keep up by trying nonetheless. It was his first Sunday night shift, but I didn’t want 

him to get the wrong impression of the usual stress that ensues. Anytime we shared a laugh or snuck a snack from the line, I’d 

punctuate it with something along the lines of, “can’t wait for next Sunday!” or “Blessed be the Super Bowl.”  

Flash forward to the next Sunday, I show up at 5:30 to a line past the register already. I slap on my big boy pants and go to 

town steaming pasta and broccoli for my poor shops being slammed by hungry students. The schedule had me serving pasta on the 

line, but my true calling is steamer- it’s impossible to run out of food when Peter is on steamer, explained my manager Colin to a 

newbie. All it takes is knowing what needs to be made before it needs to be made, then you’re Gucci. So, for that night, I switched 

positions with Kaleb knowing the disaster he would cause in steamer as one who self-admittedly takes his time. It’s a struggle, but we 

power through to eight, when the density of customers dies down a bit. It’s nice to catch a small breather before closing shop at nine.  

That breather didn’t last long when I overheard Colin talking to his manager Tony in the back hallway. There was a home 

fucking basketball game. No! Let me tell you what a home fucking basketball game means. It starts at 6:30 and finishes up at 8:30, 

then all of those hungry animals are let out of their cage and migrate to Owens for their missed meal. If you can’t imagine the pain that 

comes with an 8:45pm while prepping to close shop, then bear with me. It’s like finishing a paper you worked three hours on, it’s not 

perfect but you did your best to get it done, then your dog takes a shit on your laptop fifteen minutes before the deadline and you have 

to hand write it. Sure, that makes no sense, but it’s not fun. Rumor spreads quick, the kitchen is listening to the game on their sound 

system. It’s a close one. There is nobody in line but all the workers are restless in anticipation. I whisper to Kaleb, “Better lube up 

before this game slams us. And I mean all of your orifices.” “Okay, can I get a drink?” “Sure thing, buddy.” 

Then a miracle occurs. One second left in the game and the final shot pushes it to overtime. WTF! Ten minutes left on the 

clock before closing. Then, I kid you not, a double miracle occurs. Double Overtime. DOT! It’s hearing a double fucking rainbow fly 
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out of the kitchen and grant us all with sweet death- at least the ability to close shop. And I guess VT won as well, so there’s a plus. I 

now know what it feels like to be a sports fan. 

 

Fire Drill 

 Closing on a Tuesday night, normal night, nothing unusual, I’ll probably be able to catch the 10:15 bus and not have to walk 

home. Good night in the making. Got the rotisserie cleaned early, floor pre-swept, Vince is taking care of the counters, Heather gave 

me an extra breadstick while dancing to some song, just need to mop now. I’m feeling good, maybe I’ll have time to help a friend 

before I clock out. Then, fire alarm. Farms seemed smoky when I passed by earlier, somebody fucked something up. Oh well. Then, 

Simon comes out of the cash office more serious than I’ve ever seen him, more so than when he quarantined the hallway to mop up 

other Peter’s blood earlier in the night (I was able to make it past him with the plate cart). Anyways, he evacuates everyone off the 

dock, apparently, they don’t fuck around with the fire alarm. 

 It’s neat seeing everyone in uniform outside, hanging by the dumpster, someone joked we should light it on fire so the trucks 

have something to put out when they arrive. Imagine thirty or so uniformed and aproned employees dancing by an enormous dumpster 

fire, that’s what dreams are made of.  

Then, there’s Ethan. While everyone is complaining, and huddling together for warmth in the near freezing night, this punk is 

hugging a street lamp. He jokingly calls that icy metal pole his father while quoting Spongebob with Diego who’s nearby. Now, Ethan 

is the man who will tell you he’s wanted to quit since day one and poetically describes how he hopes he doesn’t want to wake up in 

the morning with a smile on his face. He’s been working there as long as I have, so I guess he’s good upstairs, but his sense of humor 

is somewhat concerning. I could never get a read on this man, like a clown crying behind his smile. But then, one night I was in need 

of a ride and he offered, so I had some time to get to know him from the shotgun. He described his hometown of Giles county as 

comprised only of rednecks and meth-heads and he’s looking forward to moving to Blacksburg next year. 

Anyways, we all roll with his self-effacing humor because it was the real party by the dumpster that night, no fire required. 

Seeing the flashing trucks is fun, makes me feel like a kid again. I guess any break from the norm is a party in my book, better than 

catching the bus and getting home early. 
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13 Weeks in 26 Parts 
Outside 2 

 Just after writing outside #1 (see entry #15), I went to my Monday morning shift at Owens. Woo, what a life. Philosophic 

ponderings, tree climb, work, sleep, work. Can you guess what comes next? Unfortunately, if you guessed climb another tree then you 

would be wrong, but I won’t judge you for trying. While it would be the correct answer given a normal day, this day was unusual as 

Jacob- he whom I’m blossoming a new friendship with at Owens- arrived at 11 to help me prepare smoothies and asked me if I knew 

what a paradigm was. We began to discuss the nature of a paradigm shift and how, if done properly, will reset your mental 

preconceptions to a new start. I’ve been stuck in a thought loop of how to enact a worldwide paradigm shift for a while without 

knowing the proper word. A paradigm is an operational set, and shift is moving from one set to another which allows the participant to 

see their old set as an outsider, realizing its flaws and benefits. He brought up how all great innovations come from those who study in 

one field, then work in a completely different one. What made our paradigm discussion great was we could bounce ideas between the 

creative writing/communications/media field to the engineering/futurist field. He said it best, a lot of what you have said makes sense 

because I’ve learned it through my own field, but it sounds so different given your background. Just within the shift, I felt a new rush 

of creative energy and was flooded with several ideas worthy of paper – hopefully they’ll be written, I’m pretty lazy. Anyways, I can 

now explore the global paradigm shift with a different mental paradigm, or at least an outsider look at to what my paradigm is. I’m 

thinking it needs to be aliens, abolish law, or a mandatory year where everyone moves to a different continent. Aliens are probably the 

most likely. Jacob told me a theory on how the head of every major corporation is a Martian who is building up Earth to reflect the 
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once great Mars civilization that was destroyed during the dinosaur era on Earth. Anyway, I went for a run after work and cut my knee 

attempting climb a tree. I think I’ll go back when it’s a bit warmer and try again.  

Trough 

 I went to work with wet pants today. I should’ve done my laundry on Saturday- I usually do. I should’ve done it when I woke 

up this morning, well at noon when I woke up, but I waited till two. So, I took my damp work pants out of the dryer before the cycle 

was complete and rode the bus in discomfort. I spent the day reading old essays from intro to writing classes. I wrote a short story two 

years ago lamenting my laziness as I’d spent the weekend watching my roommate play videogames without leaving the couch. I read 

this while lying on the couch watching him play a new game, I couldn’t bring myself to move. Life hasn’t changed it seems, the only 

difference is the I not only spent my weekend on the couch but I spent $30 on alcohol as well. That’s not true either, because I went 

out to a play on Friday, danced myself dizzy downtown, ran four miles to shadow lake, and painted a psychedelic shower in the same 

weekend. It’s a matter of the glass being half full or half empty, balance is the key and I believe as the glass is always halved. It is the 

base level to which highs and lows always return like a sine/cosine wave. If the glass is always full, you’ll have enough resources to 

build your tower. But if you build and build upward with no base, you’ll eventually fall and from far greater heights than otherwise. 

The glass will overflow. If you dig and dig, you’ll eventually reach the center of the Earth, a point of no return. You could spend all of 

you days trying to reach back to that base level. There will be nothing left to drink. The upward and downward spirals of life, positive 

and negative, the fundamental energies. Ride the waves. Be the leaf. Go with the flow. All great advice. I watched the horror film 
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Babadook this weekend, the monster was the personification of paranoia and anxiety. The trick to him was the more you deny him, the 

stronger he becomes. Fight all you like, or just accept it for what it is and move on. Cliché’s are great. Fundamentals. You’ve got the 

Fun and the Dementals- fundamentals. That’s a joke from “My Wife and Kids”. I used to watch that shit all the time as a kid. In other 

news, I discovered that TV is the most practiced contemporary religion, but that more Truman Show talk, and I’ve written too much 

on that topic already. If interested, see “Christof’s Truman Matrix”, soon to be published on petervolpone.com. 

Freak 

 I awoke to several women in white hovering over me. It wasn’t heaven but a hospital bed, I soon realized, as the doctor greeted 

me with a clipboard in hand. He was an old bald dude, probably mid-sixties wearing a traditional lab coat but a curiously wearing a 

bright pink button down underneath. It complimented his middle arm well, with which he held the clip board he studied, right hand on 

his stethoscope, left hand signaling a nurse. “Hello, Wilfred. I’m Dr. Carlan. I need you to tell me the last thing you remember.” It was 

fuzzy. I remember the battlefield. We were in the trenches, me and Thomas and Chris. We were laughing, about what I doubt is 

important. Suddenly the planes were overhead.  

Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!— an ecstasy of fumbling fitting the clumsy helmets just in time, but someone still was yelling out 

and stumbling and flound’ring like a man in fire or lime.— dim through the misty panes and thick green light, as under a green sea, I 

saw him drowning. 

 From there, it was all a blur. 
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 I relayed the info to Doc Carlan. “Hmm, seems you got hit hard by the parade, sorry to hear that. War is hell. Well, it seems 

there was no significant memory loss or brain damage. I’m sorry to have to bear the news to you Wilfred, but you’ve been in a coma 

for nine months.” My brain felt like someone pulled the plug on a lukewarm bath. Drain. Before I could comprehend what the Doc 

had said, he continued. “Not only that, my friend, but unfortunately, you’ve lost your middle arm. It was hit by a bullet at the elbow. It 

got infected quick. We had to amputate to save your life.” I slowly let me head fall to look at my chest. Sure enough, the sleeve hole 

was unoccupied, lying flat like a curtain fallen from the window to the ground.  

 After being released from the hospital under the observation that I was healthy besides being a two-armed freak, I wandered 

the city streets for nearly an entire day. It didn’t seem real. I wore an old hand-me-down shirt that the scrubs provided me. A custom-

made gimp shirt, two sleeves, plain black, tight fit- felt like it was constricting my chest. I really didn’t understand how to operate yet, 

at that point. God didn’t make us with just two arms. How was I supposed to drive, embrace my family, hold a gun? There was an 

absurd weightlessness to it. I felt as if I would be picked up by the cold city wind and drift away to the clouds. Maybe I was supposed 

to die back there, on the battlefield. A mother and a child walked past me on the sidewalk. The child excitedly pointed and tried to get 

his mother’s attention, but she simply glanced without turning her head, chastised the boy, then hurried along, as if I wasn’t there.  

 I touched my chest. The scar tissue was still sensitive and a flash of euphoria rushed through my body. I physically shivered, 

nearly fell, and had to catch myself on a nearby building. “Hey brother, what’s your plight? You got anything?” I turned to see what 

looked to be a bum, chilling on a bag of trash. In his middle arm, he held a bottle of whiskey through fingerless gloves. His side arms 
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met behind his head as he reclined on his throne. I stumbled over to him. “Looks like you’re on the good shi… Oh shit. Brother, that’s 

a hell of a gap you got there.” He handed me the bottle, “Have one on the house.” I drank. I turned to thank the man, but he wasn’t 

there, the alley wasn’t there, just clouds. I was sitting on a trash bag high above the city, only clouds for miles around me. I looked at 

the bottle, which was grasped in my middle hand, but I didn’t have any side arms, just the one. The bottle hummed a beautiful verse 

with a toothy grin-  

“My friend, you would not tell with such high zest to children ardent for some desperate glory, the old Lie: Dulce et decorum est pro 

patria mori.” 

Comics 

 I think I’m going back to comics. Writing is fun, but I never put enough time into creating stories that I can’t see. Filming is 

fun but there are too many things to manage and it can feel more like a chore than anything else. I think cartoons have always been my 

true calling, but I don’t know animation and it’s not at the top of my list of things to learn right now. So, comics seem like a happy 

visual writerly medium that I can pour my attention towards. It is also the full circle movement that seems to happen in nature- I got 

into writing in middle school when I started turning my notebook sketches into characters with stories which I’d draw out. My claim 

to Blue Ridge Middle School fame was the SoapMan series, that tells the tale of travelling soap salesman and his merry band. I filled 

five whole notebooks with those slapstick adventures. I even had an audience of my friends who I forced to read them. I tried 

rebooting the series- drawing an official first chapter in color during early high school but chapter two never made it out of the rough 
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script. Now, I’ve gone through four years of writing and cinema schooling with a wealth of new influences and tricks of the trade to 

draw from. I believe in the me that believes in the me that will put his best effort into starting off another long form comic series. The 

current plan is combining SoapMan with the concept of the never ending meta story, where every character has their own story to tell, 

which can now be illustrated in different styles to draw from genre conventions and highlight perspective shifts.  

I’m excited really and it’s my birthday! I can’t decide if I just turned one, two, or four years old. I’m having trouble deciding 

when my most important rebirth was, but it was within the past half-decade. Why Worry – by Dire Straits. I’m one-hundred twenty-

four today.  

Post  

 I’m posted up across the street from The Lyric, well across the street from the Chinese place tangential to The Lyric. I came to 

investigate a flyer I found in McBride advertising Akira to be shown on Friday night at the very theater I observe currently. Currently, 

I’m munching on an ice cube- not so much a cube as it is an ice chip- from my ABP peach iced tea. So, one could say I’m straight 

chillin’ right now. Anyway, Akira is what I consider the greatest graphic novel series of all time and was eventually adapted into an 

animated film of critical acclaim which I used to own on DVD until it received a fatal scratch from who knows where. I’ve tried in the 

past to relive the experience online, but the film was rereleased in the early 2000’s with a well-made English dub as the original is 

infamous for its poor voice work. I cannot find the redub anywhere online, so now I’m across the street from the Chinese place 

tangential to The Lyric observing a coming soon sign that is portraying the famous image of Kaneda, wearing his red leather jacket 
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striding towards his red motorcycle from a god’s eye perspective against a white street- very iconic. It just so happens that I felt the 

need to where my one red shirt today when I woke up, I’m sitting on a manila cement ledge directly in front of a parked yellow 

motorcycle. While not quite precise, life seems to be imitating art today. I’d like to see a crane shot of me right now, typing on my 

laptop in front of this yellow motorcycle, which just so happens to be parked next to a blue motorcycle, which is parked next to a red 

Mazda 5. The primary colors laid out before me are being filtered through my green sunglasses lenses which doesn’t seem to have 

much effect on these poppy colors, they play more of a role on less saturated constructions, like the manila cement ledge which looks 

nearly yellow to me, but nowhere near as yellow as the motor cycle directly in front of me. I love April. 
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And now a word from our sponsors 

Maggie Sales 

(Each line of the character dialogue has at least one element taken from a 1935 edition of Better Homes & Gardens- advertisements 

and headlines) 

Interior. Sails’ apartment living room. Evening.  

MARGARET SAILS (Middle age widow 34, dressed business casual with pink blouse topped by grey suit jacket and grey dress, 

works as a saleswoman) sits on the couch of her living room. The apartment is that of an impoverished owner, but noticeably clean 

and well kept. GEORGE LUCAS (Elderly man 65, Maggie’s father, wearing thick glasses and suspenders to hold grey slacks over a 

checkered flannel top) enters with ADDISON SAILS (Child boy 7, Maggie’s son, wearing school uniform of blue blazer and dress 

pants). 

 Margaret: Did you know I have an income of only $40 a week? 

 George: It’s news to me, Maggie.  

 Margaret: I remember when Charles was still around, I could treat young Ad to all the vegetables from 1935 that he could so 

desire. The difference between day and night now. 

 George: It was one of those family traditions, Maggie, and we all deeply miss your friend husband, but don’t cheat your baby. I 

myself am a plain dirt gardener, but I could take Ad out among the trees where he could pick from the favorite of vines, like a 

Dickens novel. 

 Margaret: I appreciate your generosity daddy, but I can’t lean on my Charles’s grave for the rest of my life. Look how easily it 

goes under the furniture. 

Margaret indicates to the wooden casket situated under the couch she has been sitting on. 

 Margaret: It ends chaffing entirely when relaxing on the sofa. There’s no sensation in all the world quite so delightful as the 

feel of fresh, smooth mahogany to… 

 George: Let me stop you there Maggie (indicating Addison), come to the dressing room for a moment.  

George turns and squats down to Addison’s height who is fiddling with a cookie. 
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 George: About those dishes Ad. 

 Addison: Give me a man cookie, every time! 

 Margaret (aghast): Flagg makes fish balls! Where did you hear that Addison? 

 Addison: The Iron Fireman. 

 Margaret: No comics for you tonight until we clean that mouth of yours. Listerine for you young man! 

Addison is upset, looking at his feet. 

 Margaret: Just because you’ve seen how white and lustrous your teeth have become is no excuse for a lazy drain.  

 George (interjecting): You can’t break a dog of its habits, so may I present you some new vegetables. 

George pulls out a small, airtight baggie of a ground organic substance. 

 George: Free weeds, kept from the lawn. Lighter and better than the ones I used to get back home on the farm. Whether you’re 

six or sixty, you’ll enjoy these vegetables.  

 Addison (eager): I can’t dance another step, I’m so uncomfortable. 

 George: Tells you they’re fresh. Now run along and handle those dishes.  

Addison exits to the kitchen, then George leads Margaret to the dressing room. 

 

Interior. Sails’ apartment dressing room. Evening. 

The room is dim lit by an oil light sitting on a beat-up night stand, illuminating a dressing table with a large mirror.  

 Margaret: How high? 

 George: I’m so glad you don’t mind. It digests quickly. Too often health and song are sacrificed to relieve almost instantly, but 

the baby gets both juice and solids. It also attacks mouth bacteria, so there’s that. 

 Margaret: Any drawbacks? 

 George: Well, let’s just say it taught me the importance of toilet tissue.  
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Margaret and George share a moment of silent understanding. 

 Margaret: We appreciate your calling.  

 George: Don’t mention it, but onto the truthful answers to the gelatin question. 

Margaret pulls out a bottle of unlabeled pills from the dresser drawer.  

 Margaret: Try this on your salad bowl. Six-foot standard, but for family, radically reduced on all sizes, bottle of twenty-four 

tablets for twenty-five or one hundred for seventy-five. 

 George: What! Borders again! Maggie, my girl, you’ve made your dear old dad a happy pappy. 

 Margaret: But even that isn’t the full story. Accept my free offer… 

Margaret reveals an object from behind her back wrapped in aluminum foil. 

 Margaret: First prize for naming this lovely digestible. Hint, it’s why you have acid indigestion. 

 George: Now, Maggie, I don’t gamble with ‘code in my doze.’ I like to be in hot water all the time, but I don’t like asking 

myself what to do till the doctor comes.   

A loud crash is heard from the kitchen. Margaret and George exchange a glance then rush into the next room. 

 

Interior. Sails’ apartment kitchen. Night. 

Margaret and George rush into the kitchen to see Addison by the sink overflowing with suds onto the floor, attempting to spin plates 

on a stick as would a street performer. The sun is set, letting little moon light in through the windows. Margaret gives Addison a stern 

look after noticing remnants of a shattered plate lingering in the waves of sink water. 

 Addison (singing): Don’t be afraid to let them flow over the entrance hall… 

 (noticing his mother): Oh mother, I’m so sorry. I’d rub and scrub until I was all fagged out, then I’d give it another go, but this 

is the biggest selling packaged soap in America. I couldn’t resist knowing what kind of bubbles it would create. 

 George: Does the shadow menace your canary, boy? 

Addison gives a timid nod. George flashes a warm, toothy smile. 
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 George (whispered to Margaret): He’s mad because Jane took a bath, if you know what I mean. 

Margaret’s face shows she has no idea what George just said. 

 George: The kid’s blitzed.  

Margaret holds back a chuckle 

 Margaret: Well, this certainly tops off our Friday night dinner with a dash.  

Margaret, George, and Addison all share a hearty laugh in ankle deep suds, then spontaneously start a soap fight, tossing large clouds 

off soap at each other in good humor, leading to the family making soap angels on the floor, staring at the ceiling, wondering if the 

day will come when they can move on with their lives, out of their shitty apartment and jobs. They think of the day when they can 

move out of the shadow of the debt Charles left. Will that day ever come? Is it tomorrow? Does tomorrow exist or is time fluid like 

the water running over the sink basin, foaming up into bubbles of experience, floating through the air like memory, yet concealing 

sharp and shattered bits?  
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13 Weeks in 26 Parts 
Pooh 

 I spent my Friday night immersed in fine writing. I left Glossolalia with a fire for writing in my heart, I just wanted to take in 

everything around me and spit it out with metaphors, rhymes, and colorful language. Is it possible to literally write everything you 

experience in an interesting way? It’s a depth vs width agenda. The more time you put into writing about everything, the less time you 

have to write a lot about any one thing. From Glossy, I found myself on the streets of downtown headed up to da crib as Chris calls his 

place on Berryfield Lane, about a twenty-minute walk from Surge. I have relinquished walking with ear buds to only special journeys 

of important destinations, so I popped them in so as not to be distracted by the sounds of the world on my way up the road. Shuffle, 

not enough time for an album. I only remember Feist and Red Hot Chili Peppers, the first and last songs of the rotation. I think there’s 

a specific psychological term for that memory gap. Just looked that jones up, it’s called the Serial Position Effect.  

 Up in Berryfield, Drake is chilling, watching Chris and Al play a street ball game on the PS2 where what I call the tea dilemma 

took place. Al offered tea to Drake who accepted but was unwilling to choose a type for Al has an arsenal of tea types but Al wanted 

to be a good host and let his guest choose what he’d like and it went back and forth for several minutes of each trying to get the other 

to choose which tea would be served. I sat on the couch with a grin, writing the scene, hopefully to be a wonderfully weird poem one 

day or a scene of slight relevance in some plot. Before I knew it, I had The Complete Tales of Winnie-the-Pooh in my lap from 1999, 

a book gifted to Chris by his parents. I couldn’t not read it. It opens with a short poem by A.A. Milne that starts, “If a writer, why not 

write, on whatever comes to sight.” Woah, that’s a bit trippy given my current mind set, the universe is speaking for sure. I only read 
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the first couple of pages, but I turns out that Pooh is written with the same scrutinous care of masterpieces like Better Call Saul. Never 

have I witnessed a character with such backwards logic come off as so charming. The only reason to buzz is you’re a bee 

The only reason to be a bee is to make honey. Honey only exists to be eaten. The buzzing is an invitation to feast, not a warning to 

stay away. Yeah, he’s that sort of bear, disguised in a charming yellow pallet and small red shirt. Speaking of trippy, Drake remined 

me of the repressed memory of Heffalumps and Woozles, a terrifying scene from the Winnnie-the-Pooh movie. Look it up, you’ll 

probably be speechless. 

Storm 

 To do list. Plan to start work after hike on Saturday. Wake up late on Sunday. Twelve lost hours. Write Cronica. Start reading 

for take home essay quiz #5. Stop half way through to go to money making work. Six lost hours. Finish reading about American Idol 

and Capitalism. Write two pages about American Idol and capitalism based on open ended ‘reality TV YouTube video’ prompt. Write 

about homeless man set up as round one winner. Capitalist commodification of individual suffering. Sweet Sleep. Money make round 

two followed by two classes. Nine lost hours. Edit slacker comedy. Get locked out of editing suite post dinner break when phone 

containing pass code dies. Wait for Mordecai to potentially appear to help me. He does. Fifteen lost minutes. Edit for four more hours. 

Home. Watch Black Mirror, not for fun, take two pages of notes for final presentation. Sweet Sleep. Oh shit, it’s 10 AM. Class 

officially skipped. Write final final script revision #3 for suicide witch film. Pretend to be producer. Go to class. Two lost hours. Not 

really, good feedback on slacker comedy rough edit. Won’t be able to work on it again til the weekend at the earliest. Write 1st draft of 
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2nd episode of VTTV’s The Sketch’s Studio E. Co-writer isn’t feeling well, doesn’t show. On my own. Money make for five hours. 

Write final presentation essay on Black Mirror. Three-page requirement, somehow go to five. It’s been a while. Feels good. Final 

presentation class handout. Pictures Pictures Pictures. Write Cronica. 

Predicting the Future. 

Sweet Sleep. Learn what Fabulist narrative is. Write Fabulist narrative. Pretend to be producer. Skip classes (sorry). Finish 

filming suicide witch film- please pleese plz don’t rain. Decision time. Sacrifice sleep for Smash Club’s Project M revival? Who 

knows. Lost hours for sure. Create final presentation power point. Sweet Sleep. Give final presentation. # $ w a g $. Go to next class. 

R E L A X…. JK. Learn to use camera. Pretend to be cinematographer on basketball amnesia film. Break. Film VTTV’s The Sketch’s 

Studio E episode 2. Continue to pretend to be cinematographer on basketball amnesia film. R E L A X…. Not even. Decision time. 

Work on Brother’s birthday painting (14th) or Mom’s birthday story (15th). Bro won’t mind late present but… AGGGHHHH. Sleep. 

Work Money. R E L A X (for realz). Kendrick’s DAMN is the light at the end of the tunnel. Remember. Sit Down. Be Humble.  

Music 

 While reading the submissions for workshop, I had Coachella live open in the background when all of a sudden Hans Zimmer 

starts to perform with a gargantuan orchestra, the biggest I’ve ever seen. They go through some of his famous pieces like Pirates of the 

Caribbean, The Lion King, The Dark Knight, etc. It was so captivating, I lost track of everything else, wrapped up in the suspense 

driven orchestral metal explosion that was The Dark Knight- I may have well been Batman in that 10 minutes. I used to listen to an 
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orchestral metal band all the time in high school, Nightwish. They were one of my very first favorites before my interest shifted to alt 

radio alt artists like Silversun Pickups and Gorillaz. Back in my Nightwish days, I only wore black track pants, a black hoodie, and 

one of several black videogame graphic t-shirts. Like I wasn’t goth or metal, just interested in the expressions but too mainstream to 

actually make a statement with my appearance. Just like the draw of orchestral metal was the intensity of metal but classically 

arranged to become more of a show than a sensation. I was always scarred of sensations, music that made me feel instead of observe- I 

was a shy kid. Speaking of Gorillaz, there’s a song called 19-2000 where 2-D chants “It’s the music that we choose”, referencing 

fashion statements- the music we listen to is part of how we present ourselves to the world, it’s a fashion statement to listen to specific 

forms of music. Trying to track my music choices has become increasingly sporadic in recent years. I indulge in the clean nostalgia of 

the alt pop songs from my high school radio days and the evolution of that sound with bands like Portugal. The Man and Local 

Natives, I exclusively listened to the new Kendrick album all weekend, 70% of my listening lately has been lo-fi chill hop, but I was 

disappointed at Gillie’s charity show this weekend when I walked in on a set that was too chill to vibe to. Being more into hip-hop 

than anything else lately, I find myself using slang and slurring words far more frequently in regular conversation. This chapter is less 

focused than I hoped, because I’m not sure what I’m searching for exactly, but other points I wanted to mention. One of the violinist 

for Hans Zimmer was a beautiful woman with red hair parted by a head band and she wore a long sleeve black u-cut top with a knee 

length leather skirt. That’s pretty orchestral metal. I want to start writing characters as interpretations of music genres. My brother is 

largely to thank for getting me into hip-hop and I’m to thank for introducing him to indie rock stuff. It’s a cool dynamic. There’s 

probably more to explore on this topic, but not right now. I guess, try to analyze your collective music listening experience and 
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examine how different sounds have influenced how you choose to portray yourself. People who don’t listen to music are squares, I’m 

sorry if that hurts your feelings but it’s true in my reality, so deal with it. 

225 

 You know when you wake up in the middle of the night, realize there’s no reason for you to be awake, then back to dream land 

within seconds? I dozed off around 1:30 last night but I awoke at 2:25 am for no discernable reason. Don’t worry, my sleep resumed 

in a matter of moments. The kicker is, I watched an episode of Mad Men before going to bed with my laptop at the side of my pillow, 

then decided to enjoy some lo-fi jazz (lounge jazz?) while drifting off. I left my laptop open, facing me in bed. When I woke up at 

2:25 am, my laptop was closed and on the floor where I normally store it for the night, however, I specifically chose to leave it 

running with the jazz playlist to guide my dreams. It’s not really a big deal, really, it’s the smallest deal out there, or is it? Did I knock 

my computer from my bed to the ground in my 55 minutes of sleep? Oh gosh! My mind started to imagine the worst-case scenario. I 

bumped the laptop to the ground, it’s now inoperable from that ~2 foot drop and I’m screwed for the rest of the semester. I can’t finish 

any of my classes or graduate unless I spend another grand that I don’t have on a new computer. 

 But then, I realized that’s not nearly a worst-case scenario. The Martians that are running the government could have been 

spying on me through my web cam, waited for me to fall asleep, teleported into my room and abducted me for an hour, knocking my 

shit over in the process. They could have put me in a matrix where their data approximated where I left my laptop in its usual place. 

That’s not even a worst-case scenario, see I’ve been watching Black Mirror, and they know how to torture a person. At least the 
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Martians were kind enough to leave me unconscious and only disturb me slightly at 2:25 am. I wonder if it was their intern’s mistake. 

Anyway, I was back in dream land by 2:26 and slept in until 10 like a champ because Wednesdays are dope. 

Notebook 

 AKA: compiled snapshots from the weekend 

Living life with fresh eyes. Adventure Time presentations. Animation storyboarding. Epic run with Rob. Climbing hills in the 

whipping rain. Solo Totoro at the bus stop. Filming in the hospital. Shooting shenanigans to be on screen. Living in a movie at Middle 

Earth. Stargazing- one big constellation connected by a nervous system aka roots aka imaginary lines aka real energy aka real unreal 

networks. Playlist: Feel it Still, Music is All We Got, Smoke Again, Masters, Raw Sugar, Sober, Gooey. Super Chicken Parmesan. We 

are the red headed step children. Have a parmtastic day! Talks of the subconscious, building and crumbling society, positive and 

negative energies, we are all each other’s natural predators with Jacob. Trees use other trees as their feet aka roots, people do the 

same, sacrifice the feet to help themselves grow. Trees use beauty and allure to get man to climb to the top, where if they fall to their 

death, the tree wins. The 2nd dimension interpretation of the spiral is a stair case. Entropy is a made-up word to describe a fundamental 

occurrence within all that exists. Walk to Deets in the drizzle for strawberry ice cream while eating a Big John. I saw some puppies 

today – a great way to start a story. Sitting in a story circle. Checking out the Progressive Festival. Walking on chocolate milk. 

Challenger to a game you cannot win. Passing hours by the banjo. Blue bus against the white sky, a gate to the great green slide. You 

learn a lot from books and by talking to people. Sculpting by foot print. Deck hand to Portugal. There’s a charming self-awareness to 
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the rest of the obnoxiousness. Fireworks at seven when the sun comes out. Come closer, I feel this disconnect. It was a joke but now 

you got ‘em. Brawny – Extra Large. Filming the finale for the credits. Bouncing in an outback wagon, the natural rhythms of our 

reality translated by fingertips. You’ve got to remember to be optimistic. The five of us are arranged in a perfect pentagram, we just 

summoned a demon, the only way to banish it back to hell is to play the same song again, backwards, at 500 times the speed. When 

it’s played like that, it kind of just sounds like noise. That whole set was improv. Sittin’ on the Deck in the Rain. Wine is great for 

conversation. Cold like a Sprite Soda. Some people have god, I have a whole rotisserie chicken.  

Feathers 

  (There are 26 letters in the American English alphabet. There are 26 episodes in a standard season of half hour television. 26 

is the only integer that is one greater than a square (52 + 1) and one less than a cube (33 − 1). There are 26 faces on a 

rhombicuboctahedron. 26 is the atomic number of iron, Iron Man should be rebranded to 26 Man, I think it’ll breathe new life into the 

character. Believe it or not, I’m still biting my nails and I still don’t know what “Blue” means in reference to the song that disrupted 

my life, after 26 journal entries. And no foolin’, today is the 26th day of the month I was born and the weather is finally nice.  

 Unfortunately, I can’t be writing this entry at 4:26 on April 26th because I’ll be in the class that this assignment is due for, and 

that would just be tacky. 6 days ago, on the 20th, I stargazed with a close group of friends and the discussion moved to what your spirit 

animal is. Mine, I decided, is part elephant part peacock. To have the strength and wisdom of the elephant with the flair and feathers of 

the peacock- I aspire to that dream. If you are reading this as the 26th chapter in this book, thank you for your attention, I hope it’s 
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been a journey. I hope you’ve felt like you took a flight on the peacock elephant and can take some of me with you. I call that Peacock 

Mitosis (My fictional band name). I came up with it a year ago in April, and for the sake of this piece, I’ll say it was the 26th, although 

whether this is the true anniversary or not is impossible to know. I’ve written that repetitive number 13 times in this entry, so I’d like 

to employ some algebra to help me out.) x (2) = 26. 
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